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Introduction to digital
money

The mechanics of
digital payments

Business models &
risks

Competition &
disruption

Understanding
customers

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

• Means of payment, store of
value, unit of account
• Reserved/backed currencies vs.
fractional vs. fiat
• Issuance & acceptance
• Bank money vs. e-money vs.
crypto-currencies
• Real-time & non-real time
• Credit vs. counterparty risk
management
• Data management

• Clearing & settlement, settlement
risk
• CPMI
• Push vs. pull transactions
• Payment use case, instrument,
channel
• Payment service providers
• LVPS, RTGS, SIPS, DNS, ACH
• Credential, acceptance device,
authentication, authorization
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• Remittances, correspondent
bank, nostro account, SWIFT
• Fixed vs. variable unit costs
• ACTA model
• Pooled account, fiduciary trust
• Intermediation, asset
transformation
• Interchange fees
• Cash in/cash out (CICO), agent
rebalancing

• Co-opetition
• Disintermediation
• Peer-to-peer lending,
crowdfunding, online specialists
(lenders & remitters)
• Price comparison sites, service
aggregators
• Decentralized, distributed, & open
ledgers; consensus protocols, voting,
mining
• Blockchain, bitcoin, ripple
• Network effects, winner takes all

• Pain points of cash
• Customer segments & stages
• Three tensions: discipline vs.
flexibility, privacy vs. social display,
certainty vs. surprise
• Transaction pools: B2P, G2P, B2B,
etc.; micropayments
• Behavioral economics, heuristics,
framing; cognitive biases
• Quantitative vs. qualitative
analysis; financial diaries
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SYLLABUS

Designing customer
experiences

Mobile & data
environments

Safety & security

Regulating digital
financial services

WEEK 6

WEEK 7

WEEK 8

WEEK 9

• Customer journey, product
lifecycle
• Marketing levers: 4Ps
• Human-centered design
• Lean marketing
• Customer experience
• Products vs. tools, mass
customization
• Customer centricity, customer
empowerment

• Magstripe vs. smart card with
chip; swipe vs. dip card
• NFC, barcode stickers, mobile
POS
• Big data
• Channel, user interface; USSD,
SMS, STK, apps, HTML5
• Identity, persona, credentials,
tokens, authentication factors
• Anonymity vs. pseudonymity,
KYC
• APIs
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• Encryption, symmetric vs. public
keys, digital signatures
• Authorization, accounting;
operational & technology risks
• Risk-based policies: transaction
thresholds, pattern detection,
customer profiling
• Virtual cards
• Secure elements, host card
emulation
• Tokenization

• GPFI principles
• •Strong vs. weak authentication
• Branchless banking
• AML-CFT, FATF, new payment
methods
• Access, per se prohibition,
dominance and abuse of dominance
• Market conduct
• Regtech

Industry collaboration

WEEK 10

• Designation, oversight, systemic
risk
• PSMBs
• General guidance on payment
system development
• Interconnection vs
interoperability; levels;
requirements; mandates
• National switch; clearing models;
utility operators
• Codes of conduct
• Cashlessness, cash lite
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CERTIFICATE IN DIGITAL MONEY
SYLLABUS

Our courses are delivered through our
custom designed digital campus. Our
teaching materials are delivered in a
number of formats and incorporate a variety
of pedagogical styles, including; video
lectures, digital classroom discussions, biweekly calls, weekly reading materials,
weekly assessments and case work, which
will all need to be completed to receicve
your certification.
Students can go through the materials in
their own time, will participate in discussions
on the materials in their digital classrooms
and share insights from their experiences.
These exercises will balance demonstrating
command and understanding of core
concepts, through case work to apply
relevance and in-country context.
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A GLOBAL
CLASSROOM
CONNECTING THE
ECOSYSTEM
The varied locations, roles, and
industries of the participants in
our digital classes ensure that
discussions both online and
offline provide an opportunity for
peer learning, an important part
and key ingredient of the learning
process. It also presents an
opportunity for peers to highlight
key learnings from their specific
markets and varing ideas.

OUR DIGITAL CAMPUS

AN INNOVATIVE
APPROACH TO ONLINE LEARNING:
OUR DIGITAL CAMPUS

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

COMMUNITIES
OF PRACTICE
The global experience with online learning
points to the benefits of blending online
resources
with
facilitated
face-to-face
classroom discussions. DFI’s approach to
learning from the beginning has been to
replicate the classroom learning experience as
closely as possible. This includes the facilitation
of face-to-face meetings in markets where
there is a large enough contingent of students
and Alunmi, we call these our Communities of
Practice.
These gatherings provide a neutral platform
for open discussion and sharing of information
across the digital finance ecosystem of these
markets. Our Community of Practice play a
pivotal role in making the connections, driving
engagement and conversation and acting as a
catalyst for change in their markets.
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Click
here
to
CLICK
FOR
see our CoP's
MORE
INFO
in action

ALUMNI
TESTIMONIAL
our digital finance work and making it successful. In
engaging so significantly, the entire market is sharing
more information, has a common language, a common
purpose, a common direction, and regulators and
market players of all kinds are engaging informally and
frequently. A class size of 55 from our country alone
should tell you how important it is to our market.

Betty Wilkinson,

CEO
FSD Zambia
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DFI’s Certified Digital Finance Practitioner (CDFP) program provided me with a broad
understanding of how digital financial solutions can be used to deliver economic and
social impact in developing countries. DFI’s courses have helped significantly in my bid
to become a digital finance professional and have allowed me to contribute meaningfully
to conversations with other experts in this field and lead knowledge sharing sessions
amongst colleagues. The courses themselves involve the use of online video lectures
and timed assignments that ultimately lead to peer learning and open discussion. Having
benefitted from the experience of others, I would highly encourage anyone interested in
understanding the current nature of digital finance to enrol in CDFP or any of DFI’s courses.

Rishi Raithatha,

Insights Manager,
AgriTech Programme
GSM Association

The rich discussions on a range of topics in
digital financial services throughout the 12
weeks helped greatly to fill my knowledge
gaps. I now have a deeper understanding
of how the various elements of the digital
payments ecosystem interrelate. I also feel
more confident engaging in conversations
with my peers and management.

Vincent Mutai,

Kenya Government
Payments Taskforce
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These courses have been fundamental in triggering

APPLY TODAY

APPLY TODAY
The Digital Frontiers Institute (DFI) prepares tomorrows finch leaders
for the challenges and opportunities of this disruptive industry. We are
established to bridge skill gaps that exist in the digital financial services
(DFS) profession. We do this through continued learning, mentoring and
providing a global network for professionals who work in DFS.
To date DFI has trained and connected students from more than 1400
organisations in 130 countries. Our innovative Digi Campus and pedagogy
ensures that students are engaged throughout the experience & because
of this our pass rates are exceptionally high.
Founded in 2015 by David Porteous, Gavin Krugel and Ignacio Mas.
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APPLY
NOW!

MORE INFO

EMAIL US

www.digitalfrontiersinstitute.org

info@digitalfrontiers.org

